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and as a resuit of the task force's work,
the Canadian Governinent is negotiating
with NASA to participate in the SEASAT
prograin.

The Canada Centre for Remote Sensing,
a branch of the Departiment of Energy,
Mines and Resources, is organizing Can-
adian participation in the SEASAT pro-
grain. Other departmnents mnvolved are:
Communications, Defence, Fisheries and
the Environrnent, Indian- and Northern
Affaira, the National Research Council,
Science and Technology, Supply and Ser-

ivices, and Transport.
If agreement is reached with NASA,

'Canada will spend about $6 million in the

next two years assessing the usefuineas of
satellite surveillance. Most of this money
will be spent on contracts with Canadian
companieS.

Haif the money will be for receiving,
*procesmig and interpreting the SEASAT

data. For example, the satellite informa-
tion -receiving station at Shole Cove, New-

Sfoundland, is beingý modified to receive
Sand procesa the data.

The rest of the funda will be spent on
1 acquiring and interpreting "surface -truth"

data. A long-range Convaîr 580 aircraft
*belonging to the Canada Centre for Re-
mote Sensing fittedl with sensors similar

*to those in the satellite will fly under the
satellite to evaluate the usefulness of the
new sensors over a wide variety of situa-
tions.

Dr. L.W. Morley, Director-General of
Ithe Canada Centre for Remote Sensing,

1 says ini the foreword of the task force
report that "potential. benefits to, Canada

Icould exceed $200 million per year".
Dr. Morley compares LANDSAT, an

earlier satellite, wilh SEASAT and endor-
ses the report of the task force as follows:

"New technology is generally oversold
1by its enthusiasts and underestimated or
Idiscounted by its critics. That waa, and

I sil i tue of LANDSAT, the picture-

tranmitn satellite, the firaI version of
which (ERTS) was launched in July 1972.
It was surprising how close the resolution
of the LANDSAT picturea (80 metrea)
actually was to the predictions made by
the scientiats directly concerned. (The
ability of the sensor in the satellite to dis-
cern amaîl objecta on the ground is called
ita -resolution" or "reaolving power".)

"As a surveillance satellite, however,
LANUSAT neither has the necessary reso-
lution 10 detect mnany man-made objects
nor can it penetrate cloud and fog whoae
occurrence off the east coast and in the

Airborne synthetic aperture radar image of ships in the Detroit River, processed to a
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Arctic averages about five days out of
seven. LANDSAT, because - of these
known limitations, neyer was intended as
a surveillance satellite. Ini July 1972, at
the lime of ERTS launcli, satellites which
could penetrate cloud and fog were not
considered because of the complexity and
greater power requirements of radar
sensors.

"WVith the advances in the use of "syn-
thetic aperture radar", which requires
only a fraction of the power needed by
conventional radars and whose resolution
ia independent of range, it is theoreticaly
possible from orbital altitudes to discern
objecta on -the earth's surface, whose
maximum dimensions are a few metres.
Such a satellite would not be recom-
mended at present because of the enor-
mous coat of handling so miuch data.
There must be a trade-off between resolu-
tion and coat of data handling.

"And so, the real possibility now
exista of having radar surveillance satel-
lites with ground resolutions of about 20
metres produce radar picturea showîng
the location of ahips, the distribution of
sea ice, the sea state and the temperature
of the ocean surface - all through cloud,
foil and darkness. The studies indicate
that potential benefits 10 Canada could

exceed $200 million per year. The risk is
large, but il will be greatly reduced after
the experience of NASA's SEASAT-A,
particularly if Canada decides to, partici-
pale in that experiment. The problemas
reduce to, the simpler ones - do we need
satellites and are they worth it? The opin-
ion of the task force is "yes" to, both
these questions.

"It is with great pleasure and satisfac-
tion that 1 endorse and recommend this
report for submission bo Cabinet in re-
sponise to ils instructions."


